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American Express
Buffett Partnership’s Best Investment



Warren Buffett on American Express:

"That was my partnership's best investment"

In 1964, Buffett put $2.8M of his $17.5M fund into AMEX. AMEX grew to a 
40% holding, "the largest investment the partnership ever made," and 
compounded at 50% for four years.

Here's the story…
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"Things had never looked rosier at AMEX than they did in mid-November 
1963." Traveler's checks. Charge cards. Deposits. Earnings. The stock. 
Everything was "growing by leaps and bounds." AMEX was a "true growth 
stock of prime investment quality.

But that was about to change.
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On December 2, 1963, the WSJ broke a story about fraud at an AMEX 
subsidiary. American Express Warehousing, Ltd. issued $82M of receipts 
against salad oil inventory that "was either missing or had never existed." 
And this subsidiary had just $100K of net worth to back the claims.
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It got worse.

AMEX received an additional $54M of forged and $70M of double-
counted receipts. "The subsidiary's creditors filed such a blizzard of claims 
that the total sought from AMEX swelled to more than $210M." That 
$210M exceeded AMEX's $79M consolidated equity by $131M.
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Here's where it got really bad.

The $131M deficit was "assessable" to shareholders. Why? AMEX wasn't a 
C-Corp. It was a 'joint stock association' where "stockholders are like 
members of a partnership and can be forced to pay debts that exceed the 
company's net assets."
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The salad oil scandal also unfolded under the cloud of President Kennedy's 
assassination. "A stunned country erupted in sorrow, anger and shame." 
"Stocks were plunging on heavy trading. Then the exchange closed, its first 
closing during trading since the Great Depression."
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"Every trust department panicked." The market had closed, AMEX had "a 
liability of unknown and potentially huge proportions," and shareholders 
could "get assessed." "The stock just poured out, and the market got 
slightly inefficient for a short period of time."
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Did the business change?

Buffett checked. He visited "places that took cards and traveler's checks" 
and collected "reams" of data. His verdict: "The tarnish of Wall St. had not 
spread to Main St." AMEX's "special position in people's minds about 
financial integrity" survived.
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That "special position" gave AMEX pricing power. Traveler's checks? AMEX 
charged 33bps vs the banks' 10-0bps. Card membership? AMEX charged 
$5 vs the incumbents' $3-0. Card acceptance? AMEX charged 4% vs a 
market discount rate of 3-2%.

AMEX even raised prices during the scandal.
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Best of all: AMEX had float.

Customers paid AMEX cash upfront for traveler's checks, but "a check 
didn't return to the company for payment until about 45 days after it was 
issued." During that 45-day window, AMEX invested the cash.

Float was AMEX's "real profit center."
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Buffett bought AMEX in early 1964. He worked "tirelessly to get as much 
as he could," and by June he owned 70,000 shares at a $40 basis. AMEX 
cost $2.8M and consumed 16% of BPL's capital. "Never had he put to work 
anything approaching this much money, and so fast, in his life."
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AMEX was no Graham-like bargain.

The $40 cost was 17.5X $2.29 EPS and 2.3X $17.64 equity. And equity 
excluded $18 of salad oil claims. Adjusting for these claims, "AMEX had no 
net worth." Buffett was betting on an "asset that eluded Graham: the 
franchise value of AMEX's name."
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"By 1965, AMEX was almost one-third of the partnership's portfolio." But 
"Buffett kept buying." "The attractiveness and relative certainty" of AMEX 
"caused [him] to introduce Ground Rule 7 in November 1965 to allow 
individual holdings of up to 40% of net assets."
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Then he bought AMEX for Berkshire.

In late 1966, Buffett invested $1M of Berkshire's excess cash into AMEX at 
$71 a share. It was one of the first stocks Buffett bought for 
Berkshire. And it was the company's largest holding, accounting for 28% of 
the portfolio.
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What about the salad oil scandal?

Here's what happened as Buffett invested in Q1 1964: A law change ended 
the assessment risk; the $210M liability fell to $145M; and AMEX offered 
$58M to settle. Buffett said "It was hard to tell how it would end" but 
expected a $60-100M payment.
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The actual payment: $60M ($32M after tax)

In 1965, AMEX settled with "the overwhelming majority of claimants." But 
the "real strategy was to stall." AMEX deferred payment to 1967, and 
creditors only got $30M upfront. The other $30M came "in six 
installments from 1968 to 1973."
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The stall tactic worked. AMEX's $32M after-tax cost amounted to a 
manageable 47% of the $68M earned by the first payment in 1967 and an 
"inconsequential" 5% of the $669M earned by the last payment in 1973. 
Buffett compared it to "a dividend check that got lost in the mail."
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The long-term impact of the salad oil scandal?

As Buffett predicted, it "added to the stature of the company." Post-
scandal EPS growth improved from low- to high-teens, and AMEX joined 
the NIFTY FIFTY list of most highly-valued stocks.
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By early 1968, AMEX's EPS doubled from $2.29 to $4.61 and its multiple 
expanded from 17.5X to 43.4X. Buffett's $40 stock was now worth $200. 
Over four years, AMEX compounded at 50% and produced a 5X return. "It 
was the best investment [Buffett] ever made for [his] partnership."
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